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1. Pencil mark the base curb centerline of your unit opening.
2. Position Wall Jamb (CST-965) up against the appropriate wall and center it on the curb centerline previously marked
- sheet one shows unit hinging from right.
Before continuing further, position and center a Z-3011 hinge on the curb centerline on opposite wall (to ensure that
you have enough width room to mount hinge). If you find that you need to redraw your centerline to accommodate the
mounting of the hinge - do so.
3. Mark and drill installation holes using Wall Jamb (CST-965) pilot holes as guides. Insert three plastic screw anchors
into the holes drilled, reposition your Wall Jamb and secure using three 1-1/2” installation screws.
4. From the hinge side shower wall, measure and mark off 28 inches on the curb centerline.
5. Measure from the edge of Wall Jamb (CST-965) to the mark you just made in step 4. Trim Sill (CST-903) to the
measurement obtained.
6. Position and center Sill (CST-903) on the curb centerline and up against Wall Jamb (CST-965). Insert two Setting
Blocks (CP938) into the Sill glass cavity.
7. Seat Inline Glass Panel onto the Sill (CST-903) cavity and slide it into Wall Jamb (CST-965). Inline Glass Panel
should be even with the Sill (CST-903) edge at hinge side.
8. Install the Door Hinges (Z-3011) on to your Door Glass, making sure that the face screws are facing toward the
interior of shower enclosure.
9. Before continuing, you will need to use a 7/16” spacer(s) or shims to continue the mounting of the door. Locate the
spacers / shims on the centerline where the door will be.
10.Set the Door on top of the 7/16” spacers / shims and inline with the glass panel. Mark the installation holes for your
hinges using the installation holes as guides.
11. Remove the Door and drill the installation holes. Insert the screw anchors into the holes, reposition your Door and
secure it to the wall using the installation screws provided.
12. Install Sweep (990WS) on the Door.
13. Install Door Handle (Z-5311-8) onto the Door.
14. Silicone inside and outside where inline and glass meet, where Wall Jamb and Wall meet and where Sill and curb
meet.

